
Add the word muscle to these sentences.

 
During the race, I pulled a                      .  

Which                     have you hurt? 

We stretch every                      in yoga classes. 

The scared cat didn’t move a                        . 

Trace the word muscle. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word muscle. 

 
 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word muscle?

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word muscle as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word muscle. 
 

 mussel               mussle                 muscell

Write the syllables of the word 
muscle inside the hands.

Which letter from the word muscle is 
missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: muscle 1

Complete the word muscle.

 muscle

u

    mus         mu       l             cle       s         

Which word classes does the 
word muscle belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ml

se
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Add the word necessary to these sentences.

 
Is it                      to do this? 

 
The noise really is not                     . 

It is                    for you to tidy the classroom. 

Why are these clothes                        ? 

Trace the word necessary. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word necessary. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word necessary.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own statement containing the word necessary as an adjective.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word necessary.

   neccessary                 necesary     neccesary

Write the syllables of the word 
necessary inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
necessary is missing below?

Complete the word necessary.

necessary  neces          nec       a                sary         ss       

Which word class does the 
word necessary belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

eec

s rn

a

y
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Add the word neighbour to these sentences. 
 
 

My                         is always very friendly.

 
Our                   joined us for a BBQ today.

 
Is Julie your                        ? 

France is a                         to Spain.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word neighbour. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
neighbour inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
neighbour is missing below?

Which word classes does the 
word neighbour belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

u bih

n go e

Trace the word neighbour. 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word neighbour?

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word neighbour as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word neighbour. 
 

  neighbor               neighbore                 naybour

Complete the word neighbour.

 neighbour     neigh      nei     bo                bour        gh       
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Add the word nuisance to these sentences. 
 
 

I did not mean to be a                   . 

 
My sister is a                when I’m reading.

 
Why do you have to be such a                  ?

 
What a                       !

Trace the word nuisance. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word nuisance. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for 
the word nuisance.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

Write your own statement containing the word nuisance as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word nuisance.

  newsance             nuesance   nuisence

Write the syllables of the word 
nuisance inside the hands.

Which letter from the word nuisance 
is missing below?

Complete the word nuisance.

 nuisance  nuis        nu      n              ance        s        

Which word class does the 
word nuisance belong to? 
noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

u aec

s nn
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Add the word occupy to these sentences. 
 

We                      a flat in South London. 

“Can you                     your brother for five 
minutes?” asked my dad. 

Sita enjoys doing crosswords to  

                       her mind. 

Trace the word occupy. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word occupy. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word occupy belong to? 

Write your own statement containing the word occupy as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word occupy.

 ocupie            ocquepy         ockupy

Write the syllables of the word 
occupy inside the hands.

Which letter from the word occupy is 
missing below?

Complete the word occupy.

  occupy

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

  occ         oc      p             upy        u     

ucy

po

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word occupy.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 


